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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The Design and Implementation of wideband antenna operation analyzing with respect 

to notch Band antenna performance has been analyzed. The Design and implementation 

of wideband antennas are required for most of the communication systems. Now a day’s 

researcher is focusing on the coplanar measurement .Different types of patch 

regulations also help to improve the antenna performance. Different orientations will 

give resonance at different levels which in turn used to improve antenna characteristics. 

The present thesis focused how analysis of some of the monopole antenna with feeding 

in planar and incorporation of slots and variation in the defected ground structures to 

provide wideband and multiband characteristics. 

In Chapter 3 the focus on design and analysis of multiband antenna. To obtain 

multiband characteristics the patch of the antenna and the ground is slotted with spiral 

shaped ring. Due to that ring the antenna is getting multiband characteristics. The 

proposed antenna designed using ANSYS HFSS and etched on a FR4 Substrate. The 

designed antenna works in the band of WIFI and X-band applications. Though the 

model has obtained multiband characteristics multiband antenna has its effects on gain 

and efficiency the gain is low on lower bands and high at higher bands is observed. 

In Chapter 4 the work is focused on design and analysis of wideband antenna. To obtain 

wideband characteristics the patch of the antenna is taken triangular and the ground is 

closed to the structure. The antenna works up to 7.6GHz covering all the commercial 

bands from 2GHZ and the proposed antenna designed using ANSYS HFSS and etched 

on a FR4 Substrate. The designed antenna works in the band of WIFI and X-band 

applications. The model is having low gain at lower bands and high radiation efficiency 

at the higher bands is observed. 

The Final work the focus on design and analysis of ultrawideband Notched antenna. To 

obtain ultrawideband characteristics the patch of the antenna is taken rectangular and it 

is added with T shaped stub and ground is enclosed with a rectangular ring which is 

enclosed both sides of the feedline. Due to that ring the antenna is getting enhanced 

gain and efficiency characteristics. The proposed antenna designed using ANSYS 

HFSS and etched on a FR4 Substrate. The designed antenna Gets notched in 
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WiMAX(3.5GHz) and 4.8-6GHz bands which intern takes most of the working in the 

ultrawideband region. This modal works in almost all commercial wireless applications 

and with gain efficient at that bands is observed. 

The total work is focused on design and analysis of simple structures which are used 

for multiband and wideband characteristics with the help of slots and ground variations. 

The proposed models can contribute excellent multiband characteristics and wideband 

characteristics in modern wireless communication. 

Future Work 

Notch band antenna can be addressing their problems with combination of another 

element through Multiple input and multiple output antennas (MIMO). Suppressing the 

surface waves can be done with helps of novel structures which exhibiting uneven 

characteristics like negative indexed materials 

The use of multiband and wideband antennas should extend their advantages in 

biomedical fields also. Using the novel structures applying these types of antennas in 

biomedical fields gives the antenna a very good candidate for wireless communication  

Other techniques such as gap loading and Reconfigurable(diode) should apply to the 

antennas to know ow antenna parameters are affecting  in different conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


